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Waterloo College Girls Win First Place in Archery
Co-eds Come First In
Three Events; Second
In Inter-Western Meet
With a first in archery, a first in
volleyball, a first in the javelin
throw, a third in the 75-yard dash,
a third in the relay race, and a third
in the standing broad jump, the
girls brought Waterloo College to
second place with score of eleven
points. Brescia Hall came first, Alma
College, St. Thomas, third, and West-
ern fourth.
The scene of the meet was the
stadium of Western University. A
more perfect setting on a more per-
fect fall day could not have been
desired. The girls' success may be
attributed, not only to their apti-
tude and skill, but also to their
readiness to practise and co-operate.
The archery team, Jean Kramp,
Ruth Schmieder, Anne Kuntz, and
Jean Bier, made an exceptional
showing. In this activity, which was
only begun here last spring, a score
of 409 was piled up, as opposed to
Brescia's 361, Alma's 284 and West-
ern's 262. Jean Kramp came first in
the tournament with an individual
high score of 126. Elizabeth Hooker
of Alma was runner-up with a score
of 124, and Ruthmarie Schmieder
third with 99.
Our volleyball team maintained
last year's standard and again came
through with flying colours. In the
first game they defeated Brescia 15-2,
and in the final game defeated West-
ern 15-10. In this last game, players
on both teams displayed unusual
ability and skill. Ou' team: Use Mos-
ig, Margaret Rohe, Jorothy Heim-
rich, Delphine Hartman, Anne
Kuntz, Jean Kramp, Ruth Schmie-
der, June Brock. In the javelin June
Brock made a beautiful throw of
73 ft., far exceeding her throw in our
track meet and far exceeding the
other throws at Western of 58', 33'
and 29' 8". Ruth Schmieder came
third in the standing broad with a
jump of 6' 8". In the 75-yd. dash,
Nora Eager came third. The relay
teams of Nora Eager, Gladys Quehl,
June Brock and Ruth Schmieder
came third.
Although we won no points for
softball, there was a decided im-
provement here. The first game
against Alma was very close. The
final score: 18-15 for Alma.
Our players: Dorothy Heimrich,
Margaret Jacobi, Anne Kuntz, Use
Mosig, Ruth Schmieder, Jean
Kramp, Nora Eager, Luella Pruess,
June Brock.
Brescia hall came first in tennis
and undoubtedly had some out-
standing players. Waterloo did not
enter this activity, but we are look-
ing forward to presenting some
players next year.
We are indebted to those who pro-
vided transportation for our athletic
representatives. We thank Laura
Louise Livingston, Anne Kuntz, and
Fred Shantz.
With these acceptable results from
the meet this fall and the basketball
and badminton matches last winter,
let's work to build up some stiff
opposition in the basketball and bad-
minton competition which will begin
in a month's time.
Annual Prizes Are
Presented At First
Athenaeum Meeting
The first meeting of the Athen-
aeum Society was held on Thursday.
October 16, with the president, Miss
Jean Shantz, in charge.
Dr. Clausen presented the annual
prizes which used to be given on
class night. Miss Use Mosig received
the Dr. Potter scholarship, value fif-
ty dollars, for scholarship standing
and participation in extra-curricu-
lar activities in the junior year. The
Alumni scholarship, to be given on
the same basis for the Sophomore
year, was divided between Miss Jean
Kramp and Miss Jean Shantz.
The next item on the programme
was a "quiz" conducted by Alf Ken-
nard, the college's prominent chap-
eron. The prizes were less valuable
and much more noisy than those
given by Dr. Clausen. One question
which caused some difficulty was:
"How do we know that Adam had
sugar?" Mrs. Klinck and Anne
Kuntz had clever suggestions, but it
was Jean Kramp who finally "rais-
ed Cain."
Harro Pfeiffer, Wally Minke, and
Harold Brose returned to their child-
hood days for a few minutes to see
who could first consume a coke
through a nipple. After considerable
spilling and nipple-popping, Mr.
Brose was declared the winner. He
was rewarded with a big orange
sucker, and all considered it fitting
that one of the youngsters should
triumph in such a contest.
A delicious lunch was served by
members of the executive, assisted
by Miss Lottie Kellerman and Mr.
Craig Alles, plus brushcut. Though
it was tea that they gave us to
drink, this Athenaeum will go down
in history as "The Athenaeum of
the Salty Coffee."
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Glee Club Holds
Wiener Roast At
Kaufman Flats
On Thursday, October 2, the mem-
bers of the Glee Club arranged a
wiener roast for all the students of
the College and Seminary. The lo-
cation, Kaufman's Flats, Lexing-
ton, was perfect, and the weather
was even better.
We were happy that Mr. Hirons,
our Glee Club leader, was able to
be present. Mr. Hirons was wearing
the very latest in hat styles—a stun-
ning gray creation, strangely re-
sembling those skull caps our Frosh
should have worn.
The party had a very capable
chaperon in the person of "Daddy"
Kennard who has since admitted
that he considers us a very well-be-
haved crowd.
Wally Minke distinguished him-
self as an elocutionist. His poems
were terrific. Ask Mrs. Rikard or
Freddie. They laughed the loudest.
Freshmen! We did miss you. Sure-
ly you weren't afraid that we would
spoil your pretty umbrellas, were
you? A few of the Freshmen tried
hard to stay away, but when they
thought of the hot dogs and marsh-
mallows they just couldn't. It was
too bad the party had to end just
when they arrived.
GLADYS QUEHL.
With Our Alumni
Staff Major R. A. Breithaupt '32
recently has been transferred from
National Defence Headquarters at
Ottawa to Canadian military head-
quarters in London, England.
Flight Lieutenant Wilfred Bean '34
of the 415th squadron of the R.C.A.F.
is now attached to the R.A.F. over-
seas. During his training before
going to England he served on
patrol duty on both Canadian coasts.
In July, he flew a Lockeed-Hudson
bomber across the Atlantic. Since
that time he has had at least one
interesting experience. In Scotland
he played a game of golf on the or-
iginal St. Andrew's course.
Lieutenant James M. Lochead '33
is overseas with the Highland Light
Infantry.
Lieutenant Jack Harper '39 is a
battalion instructor in small arms
with the Argyll and Sutherland
Highlanders. He spent the summer
in Nanaimo, 8.C., and is now in
Jamaica. Recently his engagement
to Miss Mary Jamieson, daughter of
Dr. Ross Jamieson of Toronto, was
announced.
Sergeant Obesrver William Thur-
low is with a bomber squadron of
the R.C.A.F. and since June has been
overseas, attached to the R.A.F. He
received his wings at Jarvis Flying Years of Love have been forgot
In the hatred of a minute.—Poe.
Initiation Is
Described In Verse
By Talented Freshman
A Freshman presents an account
in a novel way this year. The gentle-
man modestly refuses to have his
name attached, but we think his pro-
pensity ought to be encouraged. Al-
though this verse is not an epic, you
cannot deny, Dr. Jefferis, that it is
done in the grand manner. Would
there be a hidden talent in the
Sophomore class to uphold the hon-
our of their cause in rhyme, next is-
sue?
ON INITIATION
In poetry unversed are we,
Experience will our teacher be
To tell you of, from A to Zee,
What Sophs consider chivalry.
Of rhyme arranged there is not
much,
Lacking all the Shakespeare touch,
Regular feet you will not see,
But note how great the tragedy.
After English twenty-one,
All the Sophomores in did run,
Fourscore and twenty more,
In they never ceased to pour.
Ruthless were outnumbered we.
And therefore on bended knee
While from the manuscript read he,
Grosz the master of ceremony.
Of class distinction, we were told.
Full many a feudal right was cold.
Our military dress recall:
Our baton was a parasol.
And some threw off their garment
gay,
While others would not disobey,
Walked to and from their work each
day,
Or on their bike they made their
way,
One night after the route parade,
The Frosh bound prisoners were
made.
Again their cursed minority
Could not forestall the enmity.
Pow-wow followed a noisy ride,
A free brush-cut for all, supplied
By short, black Bob, of whom we
sing
"His course must be in BA.rbering."
The moral of our trip: we feel
Great prejudice against oatmeal.
And next year to initiate
Soph, and not Frosh, shall aggregate.
And here we must our lyric end
Our stupid lessons to attend.
We one and twelve all shout
"Hurrah!"
"Veritas! Vincit! Omnia"
A FRESHMAN.
Cont'd, page 8.
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EDITORIAL
We are at the beginning of another college year. Initiation
is over now and the Freshmen have been duly (and a little bois-
terously) welcomed into our midst. Nothing remains for us but
to confirm that welcome in a more dignified manner on paper and
add that we hope to see their names among the pages of the Cord
—and we do not mean the gossip pages only! And the Sophomores
are to be commended for their ingenuity; the "Frosh outfits" were
very clever.
This is the first Cord of the new college year. It is the first
of six Cords which are to be published throughout the year of
1941-42. Perhaps the newcomers require a formal introduction to
the College Cord. When the first notice was posted on the bulletin
board, we heard an inquiring young Freshman ask, "What is the
College Cord?" We were tempted to remark "You'll find out!"
But we began to wonder just how we would answer that question
if it were put to us. Some members of our staff might justly re-
mark, ungrammatically, that "The College Cord is something
which we are hounded for copy for." It is with this statement
that we turn to the readers. If you would help us to fill our colums
with interesting, worthwhile material, if you would respond to
our pleas for promptness, you would be turning out the kind of
Cord that you want to see, the kind that would represent the
College nobly.
To make a success of the next five Cords, we need articles,
stories, suggestions, criticisms, complaints. The success of these
five Cords depends on you, all of you. The Cord is not the brain-
child of a few, it is not the production of the official staff. It is a
common undertaking and the results are shared by all, therefore
the work should be shared by all. For what are you paying your
one-fifty a year? That sum makes the Cord your Cord. Why do
you not make use of your property?
If you write, you are not writing for us (though a flood of
copy would soothe an editor's fevered brow). You are writing
for yourselves. Let the Cord reveal your individual talent and the
achievement of the College as a whole.
Last year was one long headache for the Cord staff. But we
are sincerely hoping for a brighter and better new year. We are
confident that the College will respond without stint to our appeal
and produce a Cord that will make eds and co-eds, graduates,
professors, and former editors sit up and take notice.
"The European situation" is on everyone's mind these days.
The fate of democracy and freedom is being decided in a life-and-
death struggle. Waterloo College may well be proud that there
are members of its "family" taking active part in this struggle.
Not only graduates of former years but also some who were here
last year and are well known to us are now in the service. This
issue of the College Cord contains news about our alumni on
active service which will be of interest to all.
It has been suggested to us that a letter be written to these
graduates collectively, a newsy letter about College doings, to be
published in the Cord. We should like to have your opinions on
this idea. Since we are planning to send a copy of each Cord to
every graduate on active service they will read all the news in
the Cord without having it especially directed to them. Apart
from this objection, we think the idea an excellent one. It might
be written in such a way as to overcome the difficulty. Is anyone
interested in writing interesting, newsy letters? We shall be very
grateful for volunteers.
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The dictionary defines "education" as a process, a discipline
of mind or character through study or instruction. It may refer
also to a stage in the process of training such as a college educa-
tion. The words "education", training", "dicipline" and "breed-
ing" have, according to usage, similar meanings. They all refer
to the various qualities that result from a good college course.
A university graduate should show by his speech, bearing, man-
ners, conduct, efficiency and character that he has received the
benefits of a college education.
Sometimes, owing to the lack of adjustment of educational pro-
cedures to the needs of individual students, a college course fails of
its objective. The purpose of administrative control is to correct
any defect of this kind.
It is a reproach under which even the greatest institutions
of learning suffer that sometimes their graduates cease to be
students as soon as they leave college.
A university or college course is of high value when it en-
ables the student who takes it to make the most of his opportuni-
ties in after life. It should help him to acquire the knowledge
and ability necessary for him to render the greatest service to the
community in which he lives.
In this stage of the world's development men of education
and ability are more needed than at any time in the past.
For particulars with reference to matriculation standards,
courses of study, scholarships, etc., write—
K. P. R. Neville, Ph.D., Registrar.
University Post Office, London, Ont.
LITERARIA
Incident
Much has been written about the
Canadian north, and much remains
to be written. There is a charm about
the north which, once experienced,
cannot be casually forgotten. I have
experienced this charm most inti-
mately; it has enriched my mind
with countless memories, and my
heart with a consciousness of the
primitive and beautiful in nature.
I remember ....
The day had been long and hard,
the steady rhythm of lake and trail
a little tiresome by late afternoon.
However, with the last rays of the
setting sun we had made camp, and,
over a blazig fire, had cooked a com-
forting supper.
Dusk fell swiftly that evening. As
I stretched out, perfectly relaxed
before the fire, my mind lingered
on the little events that had made
the day pleasant. I thought of the
clouds mirrored in the clear waters
of Big Crow lake, and the depth of
feeling their grandeur had inspired
in me. I thought of the winding Crow
river, rushing headlong over the
rocks, its waters swirled in plunging
rapids; and of the calm after the
rapids; and of the silent, splendid
beauty unfolded by each bend of the
stream.
Lying (with five fellow trippers)
beside a blazing camp-fire I could
think of the beautiful moments of
the day. Now it was not hard to for-
get the aching muscles, the swarms
of mosquitoes, the intense heat of
the sun. I could only remember the
surge of water tossed into white-
capped billows, the song of the
white-throat, the startling beauty of
the birch in its virgin innocence.
The north that I loved was the north
of Tom Thompson — splendid, per-
sonal, heaven-seeking, Canadian.
Hot chocolate? Yes, of course, a
steaming pot of fragrant cocoa. How
rich the mellow flavor! How soothing
the warmth of the drink!
One thing remained to perfect the
day — a long rest. My eyes were
heavy from the heat of the fire, so
before I should lose this pleasant
drowsiness I put my blankets into
a canoe and paddled out into the bay.
Only a moment was needed to anch-
or the canoe, roll up in my blankets,
and accustom myself to the firm,
masculine security of my floating
cradle. The canoe rocked gently,
swinging at the caprice of a whimsi-
cal breeze. Pine-spires raised their
lonely peaks in majesty beneath a
spangled sky. A full moon beamed in
complacent approval of the silent
night scene. In a moment, lulled by
the night, I slept.
I woke with a start. Instinctly I
knew that something was wrong.
Then I realized that a wind had
sprung up, that my canoe was toss-
ing. I sat up, felt for the anchor. I
found only a broken end of wire.
Broken? My canoe was riding free.
Overhead I could see not a single
winking star to reassure me, around
the darkness, close and impelling.
Only far in the uncertain distance
the shore-line raised its firm rocks.
For a moment I knew terror. Nev-
er had I been thrown so entirely on
my own resources. The realization
of my possible danger overwhelmed
me. I lay down, for the canoeist's
caution words "weight low" had
been well taught me. The moment of
terror passed.
What were my assets? A canoe
and a paddle. What were the dang-
ers? I was alone in a storm, on a
strange lake, with all sense of direc-
tion destroyed by the darkness and
my fright. Of course! In a moment
my plan of action was determined.
How foolish to have admitted even
a shadow of fright! I had forgotten
my most valuable asset—the wind.
Camp must be directly up-wind. If
only the wind would hold! I took up
my paddle; its straight, firm shaft
gave me confidence. Directly into
the face of the wind I turned my
canoe. For the first time I noticed
that the breeze was fresh and invig-
orating. As I took the first few
strokes I again felt a oneness with
my canoe. Fully heartened I pad-
dled on, feeling the haunting beauty
of a northern morning when the
world lies breathless in expectation
of the dawn.
I paddled for over an hour before
I reached land. A little disappointed,
I realized that I had not reached my
objective, but had entered a little
cave. However, I drew my canoe up
on the shelving rocks and again
wrapped in my blankets, lay down
in a comfortable hollow to await
the morning.
When I awoke again I awoke to a
scene of breathtaking beauty. The
first rim of the sun was entering the
eastern sky, and the flush of dawn
was receding. I took a dip in the
sparkling -water and swam beyond
my little cove. A few hundred yards
beyond the point a canoe was drawn
up on the shore. The camp-site, like
the rainbow pot of gold, lay in the
path of the first shaft of sunshine.
On A Library
I feel at ease in a library. Not a
public library, but a library in an
odd corner of a house, a sanctum
sanctorium approached only by the
initiate. Here there are books with
an air of being loved. Scuffed bind-
ings betray long usage; pages are
marked with faint tracings of ink;
the scent of spring-time still clings
to a faded violet pressed between the
leaves. This is a true library.
There is something unimaginative
about a modern library. The carpet
is too soft; the chairs are too easy.
Rows of books in bright bindings
smell boldly of new leather. The
library means no more than the
cocktail bar — less, for its books are
seldom touched.
Grandfather had a wonderful lib-
rary. It smelled excitingly of old
papers. Lord in his own household,
grandfather never allowed his de-
mure little wife to enter armed with
a dust-cloth. He cared for his books
himself, and they returned his love
by growing more beautfiul with age.
I spent many hours with these books,
learning to know them and their
wonderful contents. Gulliver and
Robinson Crusoe became realities to
me, leaving their dark blue covers
to perform on the stage of my im-
agination. I shall always respect
grandfather for his love of books,
and respect him too for his exciting
library.
Some day I shall have such a
haven. The room will be plain, but
not dull. The walls will be lined
with open cases, rich with the gleam-
ing luxuriance of walnut. The win-
dows will be hung with blue, and
shaded. In the half-light the fine old
bindings will beckon like old friends,
and I shall be there to answer their
call.
Dc Hoop Snake
This poem was written by a senior
of last year—now an alumnus of
Waterloo College. Probably you have
all heard the story as told by the
greatest story-teller of the College.
DE HOOP SNAKE
He'd coiled his length dc tree around,
Fast by dc bark his head was bound;
Dc snake was stuck, den he was
freed
From 'neath dc bark where he'd
been treed.
Dc man who freed him turned
around,
Dc snake rolled after along dc
ground,
His tail was held fast by his teeth,
Dc ground slipped quickly past
beneath.
Dc snake sat with dc man at meals,
And even ate dc rind and peels
Of taters, which he'd learned to like
Much to dc astonished man's delight.
Den one fine day when he was
rolling
Down one big hill o'er stones and
mud,
He pierced his tail with his teeth
while rolling
For dc first time in his life dat
snake taste blood.
Den dat snake went crazy mad,
Turned right den from good to bad,
He ate himself from tail to head,
Turned over once, den lay down
dead.
A certain country clergyman post-
ed this notice on his church door:
"Brother Smith departed for heaven
at four thirty, A.M.
The next day he found written
below:
"Heaven, nine A.M., Smith not in
yet. Great anxiety."
Why and Wherefore
Of Military Drill
At University
(Following is part of the text
of the statement by President
Smith of Manitoba University. It
is reproduced here because of its
timely and pertinent interest).
The regulations are designed to
promote the national interests by
providing for the continuation of the
education of men in universities
who, when qualified, will fill the
need for them in the Armed Forces
and war industry, but they cannot
be invoked "as a refuge for any
young man poor enough in spirit
to desire to evade his military obli-
gations to his country in this hour
of peril" by merely remaining on as
a student. If any male student, who
is required by the University to take
military training, fails in any meas-
ure to take full advantage of it, his
name, if he is in an age class that
has been, or is being, called up for
home defence by the Department of
National War Services, will be re-
ported to the National War Services
Board for the territorial division in
which he resides, for such action as
it deems fit. Moreover, any male stu-
dent who is required by the Uni-
versity to take military training, and
who fails in any measure to take
advantage of it, will be subject to
disciplinary action on the part of
the proper University authorities. In
the session of 1940-1941 there was!
no case where any male student re-
fused to take military training, but
two students failed repeatedly to
realize the seriousness of the Uni-
versity's regulation that attendance
at, and participation in, military
parades and classes must be regular
and satisfactory. As a consequence,
those students were expelled from
the institution. The University will
impose another strict condition to
the postponement, and that is that
the student's academic work must
be satisfactory. No male student will
be permitted to idle away his time
in the University and at the same
time expect to have his call for home
defence postponed. Apart from the
question of home defence, whether
a student should enlist in, or join,
an Active Service Force is a matter
for his own conscience, but it has
been definitely stated by the De-
partment of National Defence that
"it is desirable, from the military
viewpoint for students who intend
to apply for commissions in the
Army, and who are following cours-
es leading to the various degrees
in engineering, science and medi-
cine, and those who are taking cours-
es including advanced mathematics
to complete their course before join-
ing the Active Force."
The squad of recruits had been
out to the rifle range for their first
try at marksmanship. They knelt at
250 yards and fired. Not a hit. They
tried at 200 yds. Not a hit. They
moved up to 100 yds. Not a hit.
'"Tenshun!" the sergeant drawled.
"Fix bayonets! Charge! It's your only
chance."
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School and studied navigation at
Rivers, Manitoba. At present he is
flying in bombers over France. Since
his arrival, he has had the rare priv-
ilege of being presented to the
Queen at tea in Windsor Castle.
When he told her where his home
is, she said, "Oh, I remember Kit-
chener." Needless to say, he was
thrilled and thought the Queen
very charming.
Leading Aircraftman C. D. Mac-
intosh is now in the process of train-
ing to be a pilot at Moncton, N.B.
He will probably receive his wings
in a few months.
Lieutenant William M. Bean is in
the active army as an instructor in
the Advanced Driving and Mainten-
ance school in Woodstock. Waterloo
College will remember him as the
founder of the Invitation Games.
Sergeant Pilot Jack G. Blinkhorn
is an instructor in flying in the
R.C.A.F., stationed at Dauphin, Man.
Leading Aircraftman Harris
Vietch '41 is preparing to be a
pilot at Crumlin, Ont.
Sergeant Norbert Jeffers is over-
seas with the Highland Light In-
fantry and is specializing in trench
mortars.
Lieutenant Gordon Sim is also in
the H.L.1., now overseas.
Lieutenant James McLelland is
adjutant in the Central Mechaniz-
ation Depot in London, Ont.
Lieutenant Ralph Tailby '39 at
present is paymaster at No. 10 Basic
Training Centre, Kitchener, Ont.
Flying Officer Harold Wills of the
R.C.A.F. is stationed at the Malton
Airport.
Aircraftman Ivan M. Kirkness is
in Valcartier, Que.
Ordinary Seaman Beverley Pugh
'41 is stationed in Hamilton taking
training in visual signalling.
Corporal Edgar Gartung is an in-
structor at the Advanced Driving
and Maintenance School, Woodstock,
Ont.
Lieutenant Gordon Nelson is in
active service with the Highland
Light Infantry and is stationed at
Camp Borden.
In addition, several of our boys
are on active service with the H.L.I.
They are now at the O.T.C. school
at Brockville: Lieutenant Douglas
Gurton, Lieutenant Robert Menzies,
Lieutenant Allan McTaggart, Lieu-
tenant James Spohn, '41, Lieutenant
Lloyd Winhold '41.
And the following are with the
local Scots Fusiliers:
Lieutenant Roland Merner, Lieu-
tenant Harry Snyder.
EXCHANGE
Hamlet
Lovers of Shakespearean tragedy
delight to recall the hero of the
drama in which are realized the
highest ambitions and noblest aspira-
tions of the greatest literary genius
the world has ever knov/n. For all
of the characters created by Shakes-
peare, Hamlet is the one most loved
and admired, and in him is reflected
in a greater degree the universality
of Shakespeare's genius.
Hamlet is essentially a man of
thought. As a student in the Uni-
versity of Wittenburg, wrapped up
in his ideal world peopled by books
and fancy, he is entirely unconscious
of the intrigue and sham in the phy-
sical world about him. Suddenly this
ideal world lies shattered at his feet
and he stands face to face with the
stern realities of life.
His father, whom he idolized, has
died suddenly, even mysteriously,
and he is summoned home in haste.
Indeed, so exceptional is the condi-
tion of the late king's body that in-
terment has to take place before his
son's arrival. It is the first shock in
a life hitherto unflecked by even the
slightest shadow. In the vehemence
of his love he has never seen in his
kingly father aught save—
"A combination and a form indeed
Where every god did seem to set his
seal
To give the world assurance of a
man."
This is but the first in a series of
sorrows which follow one another in
rapid succession. Within a month the
gay life of the court is resumed, to
Hamlet's intense sorrow, whilst his
mother's "o'er-hasty marriage" to
his despised uncle crushes his heart
almost to the breaking. This unex-
pected event causes the young prince
to "doubt some foul play." His sus-
picions are soon confirmed by the
apparition of his deceased father
divulging all the particulars of his
unnatural death and urging him on
to revenge.
"If thou didst ever thy dear father
love
Revenge this foul and most un-
natural murder.
The serpent that did sting thy
father's life
Now wears his crown."
Bewildered he stands helpless be-
fore a "sea of trouble" whose every
wave threatens to engulf him. It is
only the dread of "something after
death" which prevents him from
putting an end to it all. He feels
that the world is "out of joint" and
that it has become his God-given
task to set it right. Here is a man of
a philosophic turn of mind, ignor-
ant of the ways of the world, in-
experienced in the diplomacy of the
lcourt, placed in a situation which
demands immediate and drastic ac-
tion. He must revenge his father's
murder, but without injuring his
mother's reputation.
"But howsoever thou pursuest this
act,
Taint not thy mind, nor let thy
soul contrive
Against thy mother aught."
Another crushing blow falls upon
him. He must sever the strong cords
of love which bind him to a nymph
01 exceeding physical and spiritual
beauty, "the fair Ophelia."
In his dilemma his fertile mind
suggests the course of madness—a
madness that will serve as a con-
venient disguise while he is matur-
ing his plans. On this point much
has been said. However, the general-
ly accepting opinion is that Hamlet
made use of this "antic disposition"
as a camouflage behind which to
mask his schemes. Certainly Shakes-
peare did not intend it to be true
insanity. For would it not be pre-
posterous to think of his attempting
to build his masterpiece around a
creature deprived of that quality
which makes of man the "paragon
of animals, infinite in faculty, angel-
ic in action, and godlike in appre-
hension?" However, it must be ad-
mitted that there are moments in his
life when, immersed in a sea of
doubt and despair or worked up to
a pitch where the tension snaps, he
can scarcely be held responsible for
his actions.
The Gonzago-play proves beyond
the semblance of a doubt that his
father's apparition is an "honest
ghost" and that his Uncle Claudius
is the murderer. Hamlet's mother has
ever been for him the ideal woman-
hood. Was she a party to his father's
murder or did she know of it? As
ht> thus soliloquizes, his soul is torn
with the deepest anguish, for, al-
though his idol has crumbled before
him, he still loves the ruins even to
the extent of veneration.
He will speak to her in no uncer-
tain terms of the invalidity of her
second marriage, for "he must be
cruel in order to be kind." In a pri-
vate interview with her he throws
off his mask and gives vent to his
fury in a torrent of such passionate
words as to force her to cry out
from the depths of her soul.
"O, Hamlet, thou hast cleft my
heart in twain."
Hopeful that he has touched her
conscience, and satisfied that he
has "spoken daggers but used none,"
he leaves her
"to heaven
And to those thorns that in her
bosom lodge."
His mother's fall has undermined
his confidence in the whole human
race "Man delights me no more, no,
nor woman neither." Ophelia alone
like a lily in an "unweeded garden."
That he still loves her is never to
be doubted.
The quarrel is the first shadow to
darken the friendly relations be-
tween Laertes and Hamlet. The
former burns with a desire to re-
venge his sister's and his father's
deaths. Claudius, ever bent on Ham-
let's ruin, seizes the opportunity for
the consummation of his wicked de-
signs.
With the subsiding of his passion
Cont'd, page 7.
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THE SIGN POST
With initiation over and the fresh-
men safely convalescing, the first
term is well begun. The sophomores
are to be congratulated for the com-
petence and speed with which they
turned out one decorated freshman
after another on that day of days.
Only their assembly line tactics can
explain such efficiency. It is to be
hoped that the newcomers realize
how fortunate they were to be out-
fitted by such thoughtful and dis-
criminating sophs — such artists
with colour, such masters of design!
And it is equally necessary for the
sophs to understand that only an
exceptional group of freshmen
could have looked so noble and dig-
nified beneath the barren outstretch-
ed ribs of a skeleton umbrella, to
mention only one detail of their en-
forced costume. With the sophs and
frosh reconciled and on amicable
terms once more, everything is run-
ning smoothly at good old W.C.
In the department of journalism
the Cord is purring contentedly
along under the practical hand of
editor Alice Hedderick. Aided and
abetted by assistant editor Margar-
et Rohe, and fortified by last year's
experience, Ed. Hedderick has the
situation well in hand.
The College Glee Club has been
reorganized, nad is again under the
able leadership of Mr. Bernard Hir-
ons. Apparently the club is planning
a determined attack upon the score
of Gilbert and Sullivan's gay oper-
etta, "Patience", this year. The clev-
erly witty songs of this popular op-
eretta should provide a good deal of
amusement.
The Athenaeum, long considered
in the death throes, has bobbed up
with an unexpectedly rosy future.
Under the inspired leadership of
Jean Shantz a series of meetings has
been planned which will be inter-
esting enough to bring all the an-
chorites dashing in out of their pri-
vate wildernesses. The motto of the
"new deal" president is "No dither-
ing, much action." As a result of
this policy the number attending
the first meeting was probably the
largest in two years. Vive l'Athen-
aeum!
This is the last straw! An indig-
nant populace clamours for the pun-
ishment of hit and run drivers. One
evening there was actually a corpse
stretched out in his own blood at the
corner of Ezra and Albert streets
here in the quiet town of Waterloo.
A certain driver undoubtedly hit his
victim, but he could never run from
his evil deed, at least not fast
enough. Yes, it was a skunk, a very
skunky skunk, as all the good neigh-
bours for miles around could plainly
ascertain. A very handsome black,
bushy creature, struck down in his
malodorous prime. Ah, the tragedy
of it all!
Professor Hirtle was seen inspect-
ing the scene of the crime, probably
with the intention of requisitioning
the remains for the instruction of his
biology classes, and for the exercise
of the other college dwellers, who
would no doubt run half-way across
the county in a body if such a thing
were attempted in the college labor-
atory. However, the corpse was re-
moved within a very short time. A
quiet funeral, probably a cremation,
was held.
"Requiescat in Pacem Odorono."
Herb Brennan, a last year's grad-
uate, dropped in one evening while
Athenaeum was in full swing. He
was first sent down town on an er-
rand for the kitchen crew (just to
make him feel at home). Then he
was dragged forcibly down to the
gym to say hello to his old friends
and to have some ice cream and
cake.
After months of searching, a dish-
washer worthy to succeed Charlie
Greene, has been found. He is Jack
Zimmerman, an obliging boy who
wears his initiation haircut with be-
coming grace. Although Jack is
modest about his talents, anyone
can see that he has a scientific,
highly developed method. The dish
dryers, too, have a new champion
DELPHINE HARTMAN
in Craig Alles. Mcl King, also was
carrying a tea towel, but it was only
symbolic. He claims to have been
elevated to the rank of inspector.
The girls track meet at London,
besides being successful from an
athletic point of view, was lots of
fun for the contestants. Even the
baseball team made a fair showing,
which reminds us of an incident
which happened one day at practice
out on the back campus. Characters:
Ruth Corner and Use Mosig.
Ruth: "Use, can you pitch?"
Isle: "Pitch what?"
(The End.)
* * *
Watching the meet was our old
friend Angela Boehmer, also Mary
Fisher, Dick Whitney and Bob Wil-
son, all of whom were at Waterloo
last year.
There was a good deal of hilarity
in the restaurant after the meet,
One girl was seen gaily fenc-
ing with a waitress who, although
hampered somewhat by the tray she
was carrying, almost upset her as-
sailant. Others were attacking tea-
bags with knives. The idea was to
set free enough tea leaves to make a
fortune in the bottom of the cup,
whereupon the seers in the crowd
took over predicting handsome hus-
bands, long journeys and important
letters more or less at random.
Balloons
Thin green bubbles,
Bobbing,
Float lightly to the
Ceiling;
They are like troubles,
Vanishing
Only to come right
Back again.
Required Text
Blessings on thee, little book,
With thy mid-semester look;
Chaste and spotless still thou art—
My but you look smart!
Who could mar such faultless
splendour?
Nay, not I to be th' offender-
Hide three in thy cloistered nook,
Blessings on thee, little book.
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SPORT
Girls Hold Track
Meet Prior To
Games In London
The day of the girls' track meet
dawned cold and wintry. In between
gusts of wind and spasms of rain,
the girls carried on magnificently.
With hardly a murmur they jump-
ed and ran, shot arrows, and hurled
the javelin and softball. This ab-
sense of complaining may be attri-
buted to their frozen condition or to
general confusion caused by an ear-
lier statement that "If it's on, it's
off," made by a higher member of
our Alma Mater.
The final results are as follows:
June Brock and Ruthmarie Schmied-
er tied for first place with ten points
each. Gladys Quehl came second
v/ith eight points, and Violet Dorsch
and Nora Eager tied for third place
with seven points each.
The results are as follows in the
separate events:
Standing Broad Jump:
1. Ruthmarie Schmieder, 6' 4". 2.
Jean Bier. 3. Nora Eagar.
Running Hop, Step and Jump:
1. Gladys Quehl, 25' 2". 2. Use
Mosig. 3. Nora Eagar.
Javelin Throw:
1. June Brock, 62' 1". 2. Violet
Dorsch. 3. Jean Kramp.
Baseball Throw:
1. June Brock, 101' 2". 2. Jean
Kramp. 3. Dorothy Heimerich.
75-Yard Dash:
1. Nora Eagar. 2. Gladys Quehl.
3 Violet Dorsch.
Archery Contest: (Consisting of two
ends at twenty yards and two ends
at thirty yards).
1. Ruthmarie Scnmieder, score 128.
2. Violet Dorsch, 96. 3. Tie—Anne
Kuntz, Jean Kramp, 68.
The meet concluded with a volley-
ball competition between the first
and second years and the third and
fourth years. The senior girls won
the first game but were hopelessly
outclassed in the second and third.
The girls of the first and second
year retired from the floor trium-
phant over the more experienced yet
less skilful upperclasmen.
As compared with last year's rec-
ord, progress has been made in jave-
lin-throwing. Last year's throw of
53' 7" was far outpassed by this
year's 62' 1" thrown by June Brock.
In other events the advance is ap-
proximately the same.
We wish to thank the girls who did
not participate for their co-operation
in acting as officials. These are Del-
phine Hartman, Alice Hedderick,
Laura Louise Livingstone, Luella
Pruess, and Jean Shantz.
RUTH CORNER.
A sophomore was talking about
his personal appearance.
"I keep my hands soft by wearing
gloves, even when in bed."
Freshman: T'Do you sleep in your
hat too"
EXCHANGE
One of the Few
One afternoon late in November,
after a bad raid on London, an ord-
er was issued for a reprisal raid on
Berlin. The commander of Number
One Bomber Squadron gave a few
encourgaing words to his men before
the big Wellingtons set off.
"I entrust this squadron to you,
Mr. Pauling," he said. "Good luck,
and get that objective!"
There was no need for emphasis.
Pauling's father and his home had
fallen victims to a recent Nazi raid.
He could have hoped . for nothing
better than to set out on this mis-
sion.
From the moment when the giant
birds of revenge took off, Pauling
vowed that he would let the Ger-
mans have a taste of his bombs. Ap-
proaching the French coast, the
squadron ran into squalls, and ice
began to form on the wings. Soon
they ran into a blizzard in which
they scarcely made headway.
Pauling had been given a secon-
dary target, but he was determined
to reach Berlin. Reports from the
other planes of his squadron came
in over his earphones:
". . . let's go back . . . What about
the secondary? . . . This is hell
cooled down . . ."
But he kept on.
Two phrases were uppermost in
his mind: '"I entrust this squadron
to you," and "Get that objective."
He kept on. It wasn't for the sake
of a mauve and v/hite ribbon. He
thought of his beloved mother
mourning over his deceased father.
Eventually they arrived over the
target area. The "Archies" were ex-
tra heavy that night, but they did
not stop the British planes. The
squadron dived and left a factory
in blazing ruins, but no bombs left.
Pauling's racks. He swung to the
left and dived on a large oil tank
concentration. Lower and lower he
went. There was a devastating ex-
plosion. Flames leapt upward. A
'plane appeared from the fire and
smoke with a gaping hole in its port
wing. The 'plane swung west, to-
wards home. The lion had struck.
On the following day the Air Min-
istry issued the following communi-
que: "On the night of the 13th-14th,
successful attacks were directed
against industrial centres at Berlin.
Huge fires were started . . . From
these operations one aircraft failed
to return."
A month later, Mrs. Pauling,
dressed in black, received a posthu-
mously awarded Victoria Cross. On
the box were inscribed the words:
TO ONE OF THE FEW.
The Cigar
The cigar of today is a mere trade-
mark. It has no longer individual
characteristics of its own but now
stands for enterprise. And that en-
terprise goes under the name of big
business. What executive, well-
known in his own town, the presi-
dent of the Kiwanis Club, a director
of the board for improving living
conditions, would look out of place
if he did not have half a half-burned
Perfecto jutting from his store
teeth. Before, when he had been a
mere grocery store clerk had he
ever dreamed of smoking cigars?
Never for an instant until that day
when he saw he was a success and
nearly boss of the town did he turn
his gaze toward cigars.
Before the days when big business
swept the country, the cigar had
assumed its rightful position as
blood-brother to the cigarette. True
it was a little more expensive, yet it
was the smoke of the people in gen-
eral just as much as the cigarette.
What could be more pleasant to a
hardworking farmer than to sit
down at night in his favorite easy
chair, put his feet up, light his long-
ed-for cheroot and puff in the ecsta-
sy of a quiet evening and the mellow
contentment of a ten-center. Here
we find the cigar in its true place. A
friend rather than a necessity to a
smoker. This solemn hard-working
farmer of yesterday had no ambi-
tion to be a business tycoon or a
financial wizard, his only desire was
for smooth, mellow contentment.
Contrast this picture of content-
ment with the cigar smoker of today.
Coat off, sleeves rolled up, five or
six telephones, a pretty secretary
and a handy spitoon are his requis-
ites. High speed activity, jangling
of one of the telephones, shuffling of
feet, clacking of the typewriters,
shouting of employees frame the pic-
ture of the modern cigar smoker. He
bites the end off quickly, lights it
once, puts it down and forgets about
it; then he spots it again, relights and
puffs frantically for about a min-
ute, till the atmosphere around him
is laden with thick heavy blue mists
entering even the innermost corners
of the frantic office.
This man might as well go about
the streets without his pants as his
beloved cigar. Does he derive any
pleasure from its taste? Not a whit;
he probably doesn't even know he's
smoking one. The cigar as a pleasure
has been ruled almost entirely from
the market, until today we no longer
regard it as a luxury, but rather as
the mark of a business man.
J. B. A.
The Ordeal
He rose from his seat in the small,
squat building. He had been sitting
there for nearly an hour — cold
fear gripping his heart. The hour
had come. Outside, he could hear the
frenzied shouts of a maddened
crowd. He stood up and with shak-
ing legs, staggered out onto the
green. Perspiration showed on his
forehead. He picked up a stout wil-
low lying nearby. With his teeth
clenched, he strode on. Dimly he saw
the faces of the waiting crowd. On
he went. Finally he stopped. Around
him he could see grim, determined
faces watching every move he made.
In a blur he saw someone hurl
something at him. He swung the wil-
low desperately and amidst the
cheers of the crowd he smashed the
ball clean over the pavilion for a
six. Arta Ridleiana 1941.
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Hamlet beholds in Laertes the sem-
blance of his own cause; they are
both innocent victims of the ambi-
tions of others. Laertes, realizing
that he has been an agent for the
king's malice, begs Hamlet to "ex-
change forgiveness with him." Forti-
fied by a reassurance that flows from
the noble heart of the prince, he
passes into eternity, to
"The undiscovered country from
whose bourn
No traveller returns."
Hamlet has accomplished his task.
In an effort to claim his rightful
inheritance he staggers up into the
throne, but the "patent poison quite
o'er-crows his spirit." He lifts his
voice to proclaim the mysteries of
his soul, but the "fell-sergeant,
death, is quick in his arrest" and
silence forever seals his lips.
Thus ends a life whose morn was
bright and full of promise, but whose
eve closes on a scene of incarnate
misery—-a life whose mystery no
one has been able to solve, for it is
the creation of the mind of a genius.
C. O. T. C.
From May 28 to June 10, the mem-
bers of the Waterloo College C.O.-
T.C. had the inestimable privilege
of attending camp with the Western
unit at the Thames Valley golf
course, outside London. We do not
wish to appear unpatriotic, but we
feel we should state, since we have
experienced the rigours of life at
a military camp, that there is defin-
itely a case for pacifism. But all
who attended that camp can say
that, even if our sergeants were
cruel to us and our cooks forgot to
feed us, we had a lot of fun at
Thames Valley—from the shining
lights who went about boasting they
had passed both their written exams,
to that often bewildered and al-
ways bewildering group of recruits
known as the A.R.C.'s.
"A" Company, No. 2 platoon, con-
tained those Waterloo College cadets
who did enough studying or enough
sleight-of-hand work to pass the
"Common to all Arms" and the
"Special to the Arm (Infantry
Rifle)" papers at the December and
March examinations. These unfortu-
nate recruits were subjected at
camp to a third test, the semi-legen-
dary "practical" whose requirements
no one knew, but which, by all ac-
counts, was the most diabolical cre-
ation which the brains of all the
brigadiers in Canada could produce.
Officers had a way of deflating pre-
sumptuous cadets with the warning,
"Sure, you got your written exam-
inations, but wait until you try your
practical!" As a result, No. 2 platoon
had a heavy schedule—they did
twice as much work as the other,
who were smart enough to fail the
exams. Every day, after the regular
grind of drills and marching was
finished, there was a special parade
for the benefit of those trying their
practical. There was, for example,
that special parade one day at 1900
hours (7 o'clock) for which every-
body showed up but the instructor.
Some of our cadets maintain that
they learned more at that period
than in any other but we think that
is a slight exaggeration—very slight
of course, but still an exaggeration.
In spite of all these "practical" ef-
forts, No. 2 platoon turned out some
fine officer material. It was by all
odds the best platoon in camp, as
any member of it will tell you. As a
matter of fact, it contributed approx-
imately one-third of the cadets
qualified as officers during camp,
from the whole of the University
of Western Ontario. Several Water-
loo cadets were posted to other pla-
toons to act as instructors. A large
number of our cadets have gone on
active service and are now at
officers' training camps.
"B" Company, No. 6 platoon, com-
prised the Waterloo cadets who did
not pass the written exams. As far
as they were concerned, the "prac-
tical" did not exist. When they went
on manoeuvres, or had a drillperiod,
they were not subjected to the pres-
sure which was on No. 2 platoon. If
they did a bit of "cutting up" on
parade, they were fairly certain that
no austere major, notebook in hand,
would pep out from behind a tree
to reprimand them. But even if they
had been on the spot all the time,
they would still have been a ser-
geant's nightmare. Only on rare
occasions was the whole of No. 6 on
parade at one time; if Wootsie were
there (as happened three or four
times during the two weeks), there
was still that very elusive Stuart
Loehler to be accounted for. When
the platoon went on field man-
oeuvres, it was certainly that several
of its members would take advan-
tage of rolling ground to indulge in
a bit of a snooze. And that reminds
us that No. 6 platoon boasted the
laziest man in camp. Need we men-
tion his name?
"C" Company, No. 12 platoon, con-
tained our A.R.C.'s—the famous
"lost legion" of Thames Valley
Camp. The Waterloo College re-
serves were the most neglected
bunch of soldiers who ever wore the
King's uniform. On the first day of
camp, the reserves were forgotten
men, sitting in the shade without
an officer or even a sergeant to tell
them what to do. While others were
securing their equipment, the re-
serves were wondering whether
they were at the right camp. When
everybody else was comfortably
settled, they discovered that no ac-
commodation had been provided for
them. Finally, our enterprising Re-
VOX POP-
Behold a reversal of the natural
order of things! Vox Pop writes to
his correspondents.
Dear Readers:
Here we are again — another year,
another Cord, another Vox Pop col-
umn. A Vox Pop Column is your
column. Vox Pop is not a column in
which we entertain you; it is a col-
umn in which you entertain you.
We will print your letters, we may
comment upon them, we may even
answer them. But we want you to
do the answering. You did very
well last year in asking questions,
but you did not stir up many replies.
This year we hope to start some-
thing. We are looking forward to a
good rousing controversy, a regular
factious outburst, on any subject—
anything from theology to bean soup.
Next time there is something on
your mind, sit down and write
"Dear Vox Pop "
Taking it for granted that some of
you will have had something on
your minds before the next issue,
and reminding you to post your mail
in the editor's pigeon-hole, we re-
main,
Hopefully Yours,
VOX POP.
Pancake Party
The first tea of the new term was
given on Monday afternoon October
6, by the Juiors in honour of the
Frosh. To start the school year off
with a bang, the hostess held a new
kind of tea—a pancake tea.
Even our haughty male popula-
tion from upstairs could not resist
the odour of pancakes nor the sight
of the golden brown delicacies being
carried upstairs adorned with
squares of yellow butter. Our expert
pancake-flipper in the kitchen (no
other than Del. Hartman) had diffi-
culty in keeping the swains from de-
vouring them below decks as fast
as she made them.
This tea was a great success. I am
sure that it will lead the way for
many others which everyone will
enjoy. ILSE MOSIG.
During a mutual instruction per-
iod, one of the cadets gave the fol-
lowing order: "Platoon will move to
the right — left — turn!"
"No, no," yelled the sergeant. "You
got mixed up there. You can't tell
them you're going to move them
to the right, and then give them a
left turn!"
The cadet nodded. He saw his
error. He thought it over for a
moment, then gave his order:
"Platoon will move to the left—
right—turn!"
Loud guffaws from the seminar-
ians—the sergeant patiently explain-
ed that left is left, and right is right,
and you can't go both ways at once.
That cadet had better watch him-
self. If he always gives orders like
that, he's too dumb to be a lieuten-
ant. They'll have to make him a
major.
EXCHANGE—HAMLET
Continued from page 4
(Continued on Page 8)
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serves took matters into their own
hands and made a raid on the O.A.C.
encampment. They subdued a few
protesting Aggies, and then return-
ed to their lines with their booty—
three tents. The A.R.C.'s slept under
canvas that night.
Those of you who have taken
lectures from Dr. Jefferis probably
think of him as a pleasant young
fellow who is always making witty
comments about the deplorable mis-
takes his students commit. He swears
by one golden rule—humor vincit
omnia. But we found out at camp
that there is another side to his na-
ture—a cruel side. Dr. Jefferis was
Sergeant-major of "A" Company,
and his principal duties were to root
the boys out of bed in the morning,
and tuck them in at night (as pre-
scribed in the old army song, "Kiss
me good night, sergeant-major). The
first duty was rather difficult. Many
a sleepy cadet would have liked to
have done away with that guy who
blew the bugle and that other guy
who walked down the lines yelling
"Come C'n, get up!" We never sus-
pected that C.S.M. Jefferis possessed
the cruel streak which he showed
at Thames Valley Camp. There was
really no point in our getting up
so early every morning, because it
was certain we would have to wait
at least half an hour for the slop
which they dished out to us under
the name of breakfast. But the
C.S.M. made it a point to have his
company up before the cooks. This
condition would have been intol-
erable but for the fact that C.S.M.
Jefferis made it laughable by his
droll humour. This liking of his for
a bit of good fun caused him to be
mentioned, in the song which ex-
pressed the feelings of the C.O.T.C.
cadets about camp, as one of the
three officials who were decent fel-
lows.
The most famous order given at
Thames Valley Camp was given by
the most popular officer. Every
morning, on battalion parade, this
major had us perform a few
difficult manoeuvres for the benefit
of the colonel. These movements
were always the same, and were al-
ways accompanied by means of the
same two orders. The first was,
"Battalion will move to the right in
column of route—right—turn." The
second: "Battalion will advance—
left—turn."
The intelligent reader will observe
that the second order counteracted
the effects of the first. The first
moved us to the left. Then, to all
intents and purposes, we were back
where we started from. That would
appear to be ludicrous. But, even
if we had thought it so while we
were on parade, no one would have
dared to crack a smile while Major
Killjoy was standing pompously on
the hill—the picture of a perfect
soldier in the neat trim of his uni-
form.
It is rumored that the best-fed
men in camp were two of those row-
dies from No. 6 platoon. These ca-
dets bought the cook a bottle of hair
tonic, or some similar preparation.
At any rate, the maitre d'hofel was
so pleasantly, affected by the tonic
that he gave them the run of the
kitchen, and they could grab off the
choicest delicacies to be found.
And some of these delicacies were
really choice. One of the most mem-
orable meals of the camp was eaten
on the day that the cooks put a
garbage can on the stove by mistake.
(See camp song for details.) Before
we left camp, we were requested
not to make comments about the
food we got. The precauation was
unnecessary: we can't talk about the
food. The subject is too painful.
Tubby wasn't an N.C.0., but many
considered that he should have
drawn down corporal's pay. The us-
ually robust pride of the north
woods was leader of the sick parade
every morning. He was suffering
from a severe cold, and the doctor
prescribed a stiff treatment for the
ailment. After he left the M.O.s
quarters, Tubby had to return to his
own tent and lie down. All who
know him realize what an effort that
cost him. We can imagine him toss-
ing restlessly, wishing he could get
up and drill with the rest of the
boys-—how he loved that healthful
exercise! The little he got of it.
Tubby was always full of energy;
he seemed to feel that sleeping was
a waste of time. But—doctor's or-
ders—Tubby made an honest effort.
He also made an honest effort to go
to the canteen every evening, for a
dose of that evil-tasting medicine
which he had to take. Some ill-in-
tentioned persons have said that
Tubby was always first in line when
the canteen opened (the dry can-
teen, of course), and that he thor-
oughly enjoyed drinking the bev-
erages sold there. But nothing could
be farther from the truth. The slan-
derous persons who made such state-
ments could never have seen Tubby
sitting morosely in a corner and
forcing the medicine down his
throat. In those dark days, the only
thing that could stir the brooding
Tubby was the singing of the cele-
brated Labatt' Glee Club (named af-
ter the park, not the beverage),
which met in the canteen every
evening. Tubby could not sing him-
self, but he loved the stirring ren-
ditions of
Glorious! Glorious!
One keg o' cough medicine for
the four of vs—
A quiet lad, that Tubby. He would
sit and listen by the hour, while
strong, deep voices intoned those de-
lightful nursery rhymes.
If the bugler expected to quiet
down the cadets by his 10 p.m. dis-
tortion of the army version of
"Rock abye baby," he might as well
have held his peace. Canteens were
closed on the dot, and the boys had
no place to go but to their tents. But
it was usually a long, long time be-
fore they settled down to get some
sleep. The gentleman cadets who
had been sudsing and singing in the
canteen had to cut out the first part
of their evening pleasure, but they
continued the second in their tents.
If the loud and unmusical strains
of "Roll out the barrel" or "Show
me the way to go home" brought the
sarge on the run, the revellers invit-
ed him in and forestalled any out-
burst of indignation on his part by
asking him the words to one of the
charming little kindergarten tunes
which, with slight variations, were
the most popular songs at camp. For
an hour after the bugle had blown
the Thames Valley Camp was as
quiet as Brooklyn's ball park on the
day of a "woild serious" game.
Then, comparative quiet. Some of
the earnest officer-cadets got a
chance to fall into a slumber, and
dream of the day when they would
be able to strut around like Major
Killjoy. But the slumber was of
short duration. Sometime between
11:45 and 12:15, an outburst of
laughter would break the stillness.
At a dozen different tents hands
would fumble with flaps, feet would
stumble over guy ropes, and hilar-
ious late-comers from London would
pitch in on top of the innocent sleep-
ers. Then—pandemonium. The boys
who stayed in camp were usually in
a mood to bayonet the new arrival,
until he started to tell them what
happened to him in town. A round
of tall tales, an inordinate amount
of laughter—and the scuffling in the
next tent would die out with the
Hat's threat, "All right, Baron. I'll
fix you for that tomorrow, * * * *."
(The asterisks stand for expressions
of affection).
One last remark—In the foregoing,
all reference to actual persons is
purely coincidental. If we seem to
think that military camps are not
such nice places to be at, please re-
member that we're speaking only of
the Thames Valley C.O.T.C. camp.
She—l wear this gown only to
teas.
He—Whom?
(Continued from Page 7)
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